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Achieving Quality in Brachytherapy addresses the main issues that often prevent correct
delivery of brachytherapy treatment. The book explains how to set up a functional quality
assurance program in brachytherapy and covers all the steps needed to undertake particular
treatment plans, from the initial planning required to the detailed specification. It highlights the
importance of planning as a means of controlling and dealing with errors during the treatment
process and advises on what to check and how to check during treatment to ensure effective
quality assurance. This comprehensive reference is ideal for professionals working in
brachytherapy, physics, and radiation oncology, and serves as an introduction for trainees with
an undergraduate degree in medical physics or clinical radiation oncology.
Sound earthing & grounding of the electrical installation is the fundamental requirement for
safe and reliable operation. There is a lot of misconception among practicing engineers (both
design and field) on this topic. Study of this application guide will bring clarity to the reader on
this topic. Earthing methods for different applications like EHV Switchyard, MV and LV systems
and earthing application to special areas like Solar farms, GIS terminations, C&I (Control &
Instrumentation) systems in power and industrial plants are covered. Remarks on misinterpretation of IE rules are made. The reader will understand why different grounding
methods are adopted at different voltage levels. Relationship between Grounding and
Transformer Ampere Turns Balance theory is clearly brought out which is the cornerstone of
grounding exercise. Features of ungrounded and grounded systems are covered in detail
including demystification of zig zag connection. Ready to use spread sheets for sizing of
NGT/NGR are given. Supported by copious illustrations from field experience, fundamental
concepts of grounding are explained by solving problems of gradually increasing complexity.
Various practices adopted for Neutral grounding of generator are described. Students will
tremendously benefit by studying this guide as it combines theory with lot of practical
examples. He/She will acquire the necessary skills upfront needed by industry. The design
engineer or consultants will find the guide very useful to perform optimum design. Origin of
many nuisance tripping or power quality issues is poor earthing/grounding. The practicing and
field engineers will be able to address many of the problems encountered at site due to faulty
earthing and grounding.
As deepwater wells are drilled to greater depths, pipeline engineers and designers are
confronted with new problems such as water depth, weather conditions, ocean currents,
equipment reliability, and well accessibility. Subsea Pipeline Design, Analysis and Installation
is based on the authors' 30 years of experience in offshore. The authors provide rigorous
coverage of the entire spectrum of subjects in the discipline, from pipe installation and routing
selection and planning to design, construction, and installation of pipelines in some of the
harshest underwater environments around the world. All-inclusive, this must-have handbook
covers the latest breakthroughs in subjects such as corrosion prevention, pipeline inspection,
and welding, while offering an easy-to-understand guide to new design codes currently
followed in the United States, United Kingdom, Norway, and other countries. Gain expert
coverage of international design codes Understand how to design pipelines and risers for
today's deepwater oil and gas Master critical equipment such as subsea control systems and
pressure piping
This book aims to help governments and public authorities to establish effective light rail-light
metro transit (LRMT) systems, and focuses on use of Public Private Participation (PPP)
arrangements. Rather than identify a single approach, we present options and discuss
practical issues related to preparing and implementing new LRMT PPP schemes. The
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approach is focused on providing information that can be used to make informed decisions,
adapted to local policy and objectives. The material presented is intended as a practical guide
to developing LRMT PPPs in both developed and developing countries. This work endeavors
to provide answers to readers questions regarding how to successfully incorporate private
sector participation in LRMT with a lesser emphasis on why LRMT and the private sector may
be beneficial. The primary focus of this text is guiding the reader from design through to project
implementation. It starts from the premise that underlying transport policy decisions will have
already been made and that LRMT has already been identified as the appropriate transport
solution. We have included some limited discussion of policy and technical issues where these
directly impact the LRMT PPP approach. The approach is presented in nine sections, and in
preparing it the author drew on current international LRMT PPP experience, through a series of
interviews and case studies. The sections covered are: 1. Urban Transport and Light Rail/Light
Metro Transit (LRMT) 2. Selected Technical Aspects 3. Incorporating Private Sector
Participation in LRMT Initiatives 4. Understanding and Allocating Risk 5. Specifications,
Oversight and Performance Management 6. Funding and finance 7. Developing a PPP
Agreement 8. Procurement 9. Conclusions and Recommendations
This work aims to keep criminal lawyers up to date with the latest cases and legislation, and
includes longer articles analyzing current trends and important changes in the law. Drawing all
aspects of the law together in one regular publication, it allows quick and easy reference
'Sustainable Construction' uses the latest US Green Building Council's Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design standard to explain the best practices in building procurement and
delivery systems.

Practical Power System and Protective Relays Commissioning is a unique collection of
the most important developments in the field of power system setup. It includes simple
explanations and cost affordable models for operating engineers. The book explains the
theory of power system components in a simple, clear method that also shows how to
apply different commissioning tests for different protective relays. The book discusses
scheduling for substation commissioning and how to manage available resources to
efficiently complete projects on budget and with optimal use of resources. Explains the
theory of power system components and how to set the different types of relays
Discusses the time schedule for substation commissioning and how to manage
available resources and cost implications Details worked examples and illustrates best
practices
A successful underground project is one where relationships are strong, the objectives
as understood by each party are met or exceeded, and the work product serves its
stakeholders and is maintainable in a way that fits with the project vision. High-level
metrics for project success relate to safety, quality, schedule, and budget. The first
edition of Recommended Contract Practices for Underground Construction has become
a valued resource for the underground industry, serving as a concise guide for drafting
and implementation of contract provisions. It provided improvements to underground
contracting practices during all project stages. It also presented clear roles and
responsibilities for project participants to promote better contracts. This second edition
was undertaken by the UCA of SME because the industry has undergone numerous
changes over the last decade. Changes in tunneling technology, more common use of
design-build as a contracting mechanism, and many lessons learned have sparked
some creative contract approaches. The recommendations contained in this edition are
intended to guide owners and their engineers in developing and administering contracts
and to give contractors a better understanding of the rationale behind contract
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provisions. The goal is that more underground projects in this country can be best
projects, where improved relationships and fair contracts enable all project participants
to personally invest in cost-effective, profitable projects, ensuring the continued health
of the underground industry.
A practical, step-by-step guide for contracts managers, commercial managers, project
managers, quantity surveyors, engineers and architects on the preparation of and
responses to construction claims. Everyone involved in the preparation or review of
construction claims should have this book to hand. The book examines the different
types of claim common to construction contracts and presents a step-by-step guide to
demonstrate the process of building up the submission of a claim and covers: Various
types of claim. How the claim may be split into sections dealing with the details of the
contract, the cause, the effect, entitlement and quantum. What this section is attempting
to demonstrate or achieve and why. What should be included within the section and
why. Worked examples of typical claims and responses with sample wording.
In 1999, a suite of three new conditions of contract was published by FIDIC, following
the basic structure and wording harmonised and updated around the previous FIDIC
Design-Build and Turnkey Contract (the 1992 ‘‘Orange Book’’). These conditions,
known as the ‘‘FIDIC rainbow, were the Conditions of C- tract for: l Construction, the
so-called Red Book, for works designed by the Employer l Plant and Design-Build, the
so-called Yellow Book, for works designed by the Contractor l EPC/Turnkey Projects,
the so-called Silver Book, for works designed by the Contractor The ?rst is intended for
construction works where the Employer is responsible for the design, as for per the
previous so-called Red Book 4th Edition (1987), with an important role for the Engineer.
The other two conditions of contract are intended for situations when the Contractor is
responsible for the design. The Plant and Design-Build Contract has the traditional
Engineer while the EPC/Turnkey Contract has a two-party arran- ment, generally with
an Employer’s Representative as one of the parties.
This book is especially useful for electrical engineers to maintain a power plant. This
book will give you information about: testing, commissioning, operation & maintenance
of electrical equipment includes questions and answers of testing, operation, protection,
installation, maintenance, and trouble-shooting of electrical equipment. In this book, you
will gain the necessary skills and knowledge to understand the requirements to
complete the testing and commissioning of complex equipment within the power plant
environment. It is generally intended for trades or journeyman qualified personnel.
However, those with relevant experience will gain knowledge that will assist with the
field of study. During the course of the self-paced learning, the following topics will be
covered: 1.Types of tests 2.Test methods 3.DC testing methods 4.AC testing methods
5.Commissioning and acceptance testing
Over the past decade, China has built 25,000 km of dedicated highspeed railway—more
than the rest of the world combined. What can we learn from this remarkable
experience? China’s High-Speed Rail Development examines the Chinese experience
to draw lessons for countries considering investing in high-speed rail. The report
scrutinizes the planning and delivery mechanisms that enabled the rapid construction of
the high-speed rail system. It highlights the role of long-term planning, consistent plan
execution, and a joint venture structure that ensures active participation of provincial
and local governments in project planning and financing. Traffic on China’s high-speed
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trains has grown to 1.7 billion passengers a year. The study examines the
characteristics of the markets for which high-speed rail is competitive in China. It
discusses the pricing and service design considerations that go into making high-speed
rail services competitive with other modes and factors such as good urban connectivity
that make the service attractive to customers. One of the most remarkable aspects of
the Chinese experience is the rapid pace of high-quality construction. The report looks
at the role of strong capacity development within and cooperation among China
Railway Corporation, rail manufacturers, universities, research institutions, laboratories,
and engineering centers that allowed for rapid technological advancement and
localization of technology. It describes the project delivery structures and incentives for
delivering quality and timely results. Finally, the report analyzes the financial and
economic sustainability of the investment in high-speed rail. It finds that a developing
country can price high-speed rail services affordably and still achieve financial viability,
but this requires very high passenger density. Economic viability similarly depends on
high passenger density.
The second edition of a bestseller, this definitive text covers all aspects of testing and
maintenance of the equipment found in electrical power systems serving industrial,
commercial, utility substations, and generating plants. It addresses practical aspects of routing
testing and maintenance and presents both the methodologies and engineering basics needed
to carry out these tasks. It is an essential reference for engineers and technicians responsible
for the operation, maintenance, and testing of power system equipment. Comprehensive
coverage includes dielectric theory, dissolved gas analysis, cable fault locating, ground
resistance measurements, and power factor, dissipation factor, DC, breaker, and relay testing
methods.
Offshore Electrical Engineering Manual, Second Edition, is for electrical engineers working on
offshore projects who require detailed knowledge of an array of equipment and power
distribution systems. The book begins with coverage of different types of insulation, hot-spot
temperatures, temperature rise, ambient air temperatures, basis of machine ratings, method of
measurement of temperature rise by resistance, measurement of ambient air temperature.
This is followed by coverage of AC generators, automatic voltage regulators, AC switchgear
transformers, and programmable electronic systems. The emphasis throughout is on practical,
ready-to-apply techniques that yield immediate and cost-effective benefits. The majority of the
systems covered in the book operate at a nominal voltage of 24 y dc and, although it is not
necessary for each of the systems to have separate battery and battery charger systems, the
grouping criteria require more detailed discussion. The book also provides information on
equipment such as dual chargers and batteries for certain vital systems, switchgear
tripping/closing, and engine start batteries which are dedicated to the equipment they supply.
In the case of engines which drive fire pumps, duplicate charges and batteries are also
required. Packed with charts, tables, and diagrams, this work is intended to be of interest to
both technical readers and to general readers. It covers electrical engineering in offshore
situations, with much of the information gained in the North Sea. Some topics covered are
offshore power requirements, generator selection, process drivers and starting requirements,
control and monitoring systems, and cabling and equipment installation Discusses how to
perform inspections of electrical and instrument systems on equipment using appropriate
regulations and specifications Explains how to ensure electrical systems/components are
maintained and production is uninterrupted Demonstrates how to repair, modify, and install
electrical instruments ensuring compliance with current regulations and specifications Covers
specification, management, and technical evaluation of offshore electrical system design
Features evaluation and optimization of electrical system options including DC/AC selection
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and offshore cabling designs
This volume covers a wider view of the aspects of control of nuclear power stations by taking
into consideration the plant as a whole and the protection systems employed therein. Authors
with world-wide experience consider all the aspects of dynamics and control in the context of
both fast and thermal power stations. The topics discussed include both the methods of
development and applications within - analysis of plant behaviour, validation of mathematical
models, plant testing, design and implementation of controls.
First-line managers have to maintain the integrity of facilities, control manufacturing processes,
and handle unusual or emergency situations, as well as respond to the pressures of production
demand. On a daily basis, they are closest to the operating personnel who may be injured by a
process accident, and they are in the best position to spot problem conditions and to act to
contain them. This book offers these managers "how-to" information on process safety
management program execution in the operations and maintenance departments,
recommending technical and administrative process safety activities for the entire life cycle of
the plant. Helpful tables and references add to the value of this process safety resource.
Testing, Commissioning, Operation and Maintenance of Electrical EquipmentTesting
Commissioning Operation & Maintenace Of Electrical EquipmentsGuide For Electrical Power
SystemsElectrical Testing & Commissioning Of A Power Plant: Trouble-Shooting Of Electrical
Equipment
First Published in 2009. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.

This book reflects the considerable current industrial interest and investment in
process control systems. The use of computer systems in process control can
provide great benefits, and it is estimated that efficiency can be increased by up
to 30%. It is not surprising, therefore, that there have been considerable efforts
by system designers and users to introduce and use such systems. Process
hardware is integrated into a complete production system through data
processing. It is for this purpose that technical specialists (e. g. electrical,
mechanical, electronics, communication and process engineers and program
mers) are involved in data processing. The scope of this book is therefore to
assist in the selection of computer hardware and software that match the
functional specification of the data processing component of a particular system.
The principal points covered in this book are set out below. Part One: Production
process hardware for a standard process is outlined and the information
processing hardware is described. Large mechanical process hardware and
process information devices (e. g. sensors and control elements involved in the
process) create a coherent production unit, or system, which can be the control
unit (i. e. the basic process unit). The hardware processes are described and the
mathematics explained. This enables the application of control laws in order to
linearize the process about its working point, as well as a stratification of process
control tasks.
The gold processing industry is experiencing change. As free-milling and oxide
ores become depleted, more complex polymetallic and refractory ores are being
processed, coupled with increasing pressure for stricter environmental
compliance. Recent years have also seen a steady reduction in mineral
processing and metallurgy graduates and a gradual loss of older operating
experience. A contribution to documenting current and future best practice in gold
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ore processing seems timely. The focus of this volume is on advances in current
gold plant operation, from conception to closure; chapters also cover innovations
at the bench and pilot-scale level that would be expected to find commercial
application at some stage. Sufficient coverage is also given to the chemistry and
engineering aspects. The general principle behind the structure of the volume is
that of flowsheeting based on unit operations and applied to a mineralogical
classification of gold ore types. From concept to closure, this book covers all unit
operations, mineralogies and processes that are relevant to dealing with today's
complex orebodies. Practical experience is vital to the successful development,
operation and closure of any operation. The 42 chapters have been contributed
by a total of 66 authors and co-authors who are experts from countries spanning
the globe, and representing exhaustive practical knowledge covering many
disciplines relevant to gold processing. * Current best practice as elucidated by a
select panel of experts in the field * Innovations at the bench and pilot-scale level
that would be expected to find commercial application at some stage *
Mineralogical-based approach to flowsheeting
The only EAL approved textbook for the Level 3 Diploma in Electrical Installation
(600/9331/6) Fully up-to-date with the 3rd Amendment of the 17th Edition IET
Wiring Regulations Expert advice that has been written in collaboration with EAL
to ensure that it covers what learners need to know in order to pass their exams
Extensive online material to help both learners and lecturers. Written specifically
for the EAL Diploma in Electrical Installation, this book has a chapter dedicated to
each unit of the syllabus. Every learning outcome from the syllabus is covered in
highlighted sections, and there is a checklist at the end of each chapter to ensure
that each objective has been achieved before moving on to the next section. End
of chapter revision questions will help you to check your understanding and
consolidate the key concepts learned in each chapter. Fully up to date with the
third amendment of the 17th Edition Wiring Regulations, this book is a must have
for all learners working towards EAL electrical installations qualifications.
For ease of use, this edition has been divided into the following subject sections:
general principles; materials and processes; control, power electronics and
drives; environment; power generation; transmission and distribution; power
systems; sectors of electricity use. New chapters and major revisions include:
industrial instrumentation; digital control systems; programmable controllers;
electronic power conversion; environmental control; hazardous area technology;
electromagnetic compatibility; alternative energy sources; alternating current
generators; electromagnetic transients; power system planning; reactive power
plant and FACTS controllers; electricity economics and trading; power quality.
*An essential source of techniques, data and principles for all practising electrical
engineers *Written by an international team of experts from engineering
companies and universities *Includes a major new section on control systems,
PLCs and microprocessors
Electric Motor Handbook aims to give practical knowledge in a wide range of
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capacities such as plant design, equipment specification, commissioning,
operation and maintenance. The book covers topics such as the modeling of
steady-state motor performance; polyphase induction, synchronous, and a.c.
commutator motors; ambient conditions, enclosures, cooling and loss dissipation;
and electrical supply systems and motor drives. Also covered are topics such as
variable-speed drives and motor control; materials and motor components;
insulation types, systems, and techniques; and the installation, site testing,
commissioning, and maintenance. The text is recommended for engineers who
are in need of a convenient guide in the installation, usage, and maintenance of
electric motors.
Well test planning is one of the most important phrases in the life cycle of a well,
if done improperly it could cost millions. Now there is a reference to ensure you
get it right the first time. Written by a Consultant Completions & Well Test
Engineer with decades of experience, Well Test Planning and Operations
provides a road map to guide the reader through the maze of governmental
regulations, industry codes, local standards and practices. This book describes
how to plan a fit-for-purpose and fault free well test, and to produce the
documents required for regulatory compliance. Given the level of activity in the oil
and gas industry and the shortage of experienced personnel, this book will
appeal to many specialists sitting in drilling, completion or exploration
departments around the world who find themselves in the business of planning a
well test, and yet who may lack expertise in that specialty. Nardone provides a
roadmap to guide the planner through this complex subject, showing how to write
the necessary documentation and to coordinate the many different tasks and
activities, which constitute well test planning. Taking the reader from the basis for
design through the well Test program to well test reports and finally to the allimportant learning to ensure continuous improvement. Identification and
prioritization of well test objectives Confirmation of well test requirements
Preparation of detailed well test programs Selection and qualification of test
equipment Onsite (onshore and offshore) engineering support and test
supervision Detailed well test interpretation Definition of Extended Well Test
(EWT) requirements
This book is meant to offer Architects, Property Mangers, Facility Managers, Building
Engineers, Information Technology Professionals, Data Center Personnel, Electrical &
Mechanical Technicians and students in undergraduate, graduate, or continuing education
programs relevant insight into the Mission Critical Environment with an emphasis on business
resiliency, data center efficiency, and green power technology. Industry improvements,
standards, and techniques have been incorporated into the text and address the latest issues
prevalent in the Mission Critical Industry. An emphasis on green technologies and certifications
is presented throughout the book. In addition, a description of the United States energy
infrastructure's dependency on oil, in relation to energy security in the mission critical industry,
is discussed. In conjunction with this, either a new chapter will be created on updated policies
and regulations specifically related to the mission critical industry or updates to policies and
regulations will be woven into most chapters. The topics addressed throughout this book
include safety, fire protection, energy security and data center cooling, along with other
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common challenges and issues facing industry engineers today.
The Chemical and Process Plant Commissioning Handbook, winner of the 2012 Basil Brennan
Medal from the Institution of Chemical Engineers, is a guide to converting a newly constructed
plant or equipment into a fully integrated and operational process unit. Good commissioning is
based on a disciplined, systematic and proven methodology and approach that achieve results
in the safest, most efficient, cost effective and timely manner. The book is supported by
detailed, proven and effective commission templates, plus extensive commissioning scenarios
that enable the reader to learn the context of good commissioning practice from an
experienced commissioning manager. It focuses on the critical safety assessment and
inspection regimes necessary to ensure that new plants are compliant with OSHA and
environmental requirements. Martin Killcross has brought together the theory of textbooks and
technical information obtained from sales literature, in order to provide engineers with what
they need to know before initiating talks with vendors regarding equipment selection. Unique
information from a respected, global commissioning manager: delivers the know-how to
succeed for anyone commissioning new plant or equipment Comes with online commissioning
process templates that make this title a working tool kit as well as a key reference Extensive
examples of successful commissioning processes with step-by-step guidance enable readers
to understand the function and performance of the wide range of tasks required in the
commissioning process
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